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ABSTRACT
Inclusive description promotes the use of language as a tool through which heritage 
professionals can create and curate records and resources that are accurate, 
discoverable, and respectful to the communities that make, use, and are represented in 
them. This paper provides a rationale for inclusive description work and offers practical 
guidance on how to utilise language as a tool for the creation of a more diverse and 
inclusive heritage sector. With reference to the policy, metadata, and content advice 
work that the author completed as part of the National Library of Scotland’s 2020-2021 
Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion internship, this paper explores what the decolonisation 
of language in the heritage sector might look like in practice. It introduces two new 
inclusive language projects, the first of which is the Inclusive Terminology Glossary, a 
collaborative language initiative that provides specific guidance on the historic and 
contemporary usage of terms relating to race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, religion, 
and disability. The second is the Cultural Heritage Terminology Network (CHTNUK), an 
online platform that promotes praxis sharing and cross-institutional collaboration on 
inclusive description issues across and beyond the UK.
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Inclusive description work across Scotland’s public heritage sector has been met with 
controversy, often being misunderstood as a project of censorship or erasure.1 Yet, this strand 
of decolonisation work does not impose restrictions on civil liberties, nor does it demand that 
public access to ‘controversial’ heritage materials be limited.2 Rather, inclusive description, 
as outlined in this article, promotes the use of language as a tool through which heritage 
professionals can create and curate records and resources that are accurate, discoverable, and 
respectful to the communities that make, use, and are represented in them.

Reparative description work does not involve the removal of original language from artefacts, 
archival scripts, sound recordings, moving images, published texts, published titles, or official 
names. It is not appropriate for a memory institution to alter the original historical record, 
such as by editing or destroying historical materials or artefacts in its care. Above all, it is the 
duty of the sector to collect, preserve, and accurately maintain records and artefacts for the 
purposes of research and education. What this means is that public galleries, libraries, archives, 
and museums must sometimes continue to collect and provide access to documentary 
and material heritage regardless of whether items contain content that might be deemed 
derogatory or harmful today. Access to discriminatory historic materials is, after all, essential 
to the work of historians of race, gender, sexuality, disability, empire, and genocide.

Heritage collections held in Scotland today represent a range of perspectives from different 
time periods, different sections of society, and different regions of the globe. Inevitably, 
some of these materials contain language, imagery, and sound that has been in the past, 
and is sometimes still today, used to discriminate against people on the grounds of their race, 
ethnicity, nationality, religion, belief, gender, sexuality, disability, or class, amongst other things. 
Considering the presence of this kind of material, the task of decolonising language speaks to the 
sector’s responsibility to meet modern descriptive standards and describe and interpret records 
and artefacts in a manner that is reflective of and responsive to marginalised communities who 
have often been silenced and misrepresented (i.e. dehumanised, homogenised, or exoticised) 
in the curated historical record. Under the UK Equality Act 2010, after all, Scotland’s public 
sector has an ethical and legal responsibility to minimise the inequality experienced by people 
with protected characteristics.3

What this article offers the heritage sector, firstly, is a clear rationale for inclusive description 
work: the decolonisation of the language used by the sector complements the accurate 
curation of the historical record. Decolonisation, as a restorative justice movement, is necessary 
to address the ways that the UK heritage sector perpetuates inequalities today. Reparative 
description work is just one aspect of the multi-faceted project that needs to take place to 
dismantle the sector’s colonial legacies. There is power in description, and, far from being 
‘neutral’, the language of the heritage sector has served to privilege the perspectives and 
needs of white heterosexual cis-gender able-bodied men. The sector’s language choices are 
tied up with matters of social justice as, when used maliciously or ignorantly, word choices 
serve to dehumanise and alienate marginalised groups. By refusing to replicate and normalise 
inappropriate and outdated language, the heritage sector can start to rectify its relationships 
with communities whose heritage has often been erased, misrepresented, and diminished by 
the sector. Through inclusive description, the sector can meet its responsibility to create records 
and resources that contain accurate information, are discoverable, and are receptive to the 
needs of diverse contemporary societies.

But what makes language, on the one hand, violent, discriminatory, or harmful, and on the 
other hand, inclusive, decolonising, or ethical? The second part of this article offers practical 
guidance on how to utilise language as a tool for the creation of a more diverse and inclusive 
heritage sector. With reference to the policy, metadata, and content advice work that I 

1 Alison Campsie, ‘Leading Historian Speaks Out as National Library of Scotland Rewrites “harmful” Colonial 
Language,’ The Scotsman, 17 October 2021, https://www.scotsman.com/heritage-and-retro/heritage/leading-
historian-speaks-out-as-national-library-of-scotland-rewrites-harmful-colonial-language-3421458, accessed 20 
February 2022.

2 ‘Censorship,’ Cambridge Dictionary, https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/censorship, accessed 
10 October 2022.

3 As defined under Part 2 of the 2010 Equalities Act UK, the protected characteristics are: age, disability, 
gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and 
sexual orientation. Equality Act 2010 (revised), UK Government, https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/
part/2, accessed 9 March 2022.

https://www.scotsman.com/heritage-and-retro/heritage/leading-historian-speaks-out-as-national-library-of-scotland-rewrites-harmful-colonial-language-3421458
https://www.scotsman.com/heritage-and-retro/heritage/leading-historian-speaks-out-as-national-library-of-scotland-rewrites-harmful-colonial-language-3421458
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/censorship
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/2
https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/15/part/2
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completed as part of the National Library of Scotland’s 2020–2021 Equality, Diversity, and 
Inclusion internship, I seek to demystify what the decolonisation of language in the heritage 
sector might look like in practice. Through sharing the blueprint for two interrelated inclusive 
description projects that I began with the National Library of Scotland, I hope to challenge the 
assumptions that inclusive description work is ‘unnecessary’, ‘not practical’, and ‘too labour 
intensive’. The first of these is the Inclusive Terminology Glossary, a collaborative language 
project that provides specific guidance on the historic and contemporary usage of terms relating 
to race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, religion, and disability.4 The second project is the Cultural 
Heritage Terminology Network (CHTNUK), an online platform that promotes praxis sharing and 
cross-institutional collaboration on inclusive description issues across and beyond the UK.5

I. RATIONALE FOR INCLUSIVE DESCRIPTION
DECOLONISATION AND UK HERITAGE

Put simply, decolonisation is a restorative justice movement that seeks to dismantle the 
systems, institutions, and ideologies of colonialism that still serve to perpetuate inequalities 
today. As the cross-disciplinary body of scholarship known as critical race theory has 
illuminated, the ‘saturating presence of discrimination within social institutions and their 
practices and behaviours’ preserves the unequal existence of ‘dominant and disenfranchised 
cultures, communities, or social groups’ in the UK.6 Although the issue of race inequality sits 
at the core of the decolonialisation project, racism and its systemic structures cannot be 
disentangled from other prejudices of the British Empire, including but not limited to patriarchy, 
heteronormativity, classism, ableism, anti-Semitism, and xenophobia.

The need to decolonise the UK heritage sector stems from the fact that its structures and methods 
are rooted in colonial and imperial histories, ultimately serving the interests of those who held 
power and privilege in the past.7 What this means is that the behaviours and practices of the 
British heritage sector, including descriptive and cataloguing practices, traditionally functioned 
to prioritise the perspectives and experiences of the white, the male, the upper/middle class, 
the heterosexual, the cis-gender, and the able-bodied. A wealth of literature on archival silences 
has shown that the voices of underprivileged groups have been excluded or erased as a result 
of this colonial bias.8 In the past two decades, the absence of these narratives from mainstream 
archival and heritage records has led to a rise of independent community archives in the UK, 
through which marginalised peoples have sought to actively document their own heritage.9 The 
UK public heritage sector, therefore, must decolonise its protocols and procedures in order to 
repair its relationships with groups who have not only been excluded from heritage spaces in the 
past, but whose needs have been almost entirely disregarded by the sector.

The ‘overwhelmingly whiteness’ of Scotland’s cultural institutions has attracted especial 
critique in recent years, with the absence of diverse ethnic representation across the nation’s 
galleries, libraries, archives, and museums being explicitly visible.10 This is not a uniquely 
Scottish problem, but one that plagues the UK heritage sector. A study of the UK information 

4 Carissa Chew, editor, Inclusive Terminology Glossary (Google Drive), https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1JlZG0zmzlzPauwqJ5JxxUajf5hYkD0ta. 

5 Cultural Heritage Terminology Network (CHTNUK), www.culturalheritageterminology.co.uk.

6 Anthony W. Dunbar, ‘Introducing Critical Race Theory to Archival Discourse: Getting the Conversation 
Started’, Arch Sci, 6 (2006), 117–18.

7 Randall C. Jimerson, Archives Power: Memory, Accountability, and Social Justice (Chicago, 2009), 216.

8 Michael Moss and David Thomas (eds), Archival Silences: Missing, Lost and, Uncreated Archives (Abingdon, 
2021); Dominique Luster, ‘Archives have the Power to boost Marginalized Voices,’ TEDX (2018), https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=XsNPlBBi1IE; David Thomas, Simon Fowler, and Valerie Johnson, The Silence of the Archive 
(London, 2017); A. Flinn et al., ‘Whose Memories, Whose Archives? Independent Community Archives, Autonomy 
and the Mainstream’, Arch Sci, 9 (2009), 72; Jimerson, Archives Power, 216; Rodney G. S. Carter, ‘Of Things Said 
and Unsaid: Power, Archival Silences, and Power in Silence’, Archivaria, 61 (2006), 215–33.

9 Flinn, ‘Whose Memories, Whose Archives?’ 72–3.

10 Lisa Williams, ‘Decolonising Scotland’s Museums,’ Museum Association, 10 September 2021, www.
museumsassociation.org/museums-journal/opinion/2021/09/decolonising-scotlands-museums/, accessed 26 
February 2022; Olivar Pritchard-Jones, ‘Woke Left-Wing Warriors must not “Bully” UK into Erasing its History 
– Culture Secretary,’ The Express, 3 March 2021, https://express.co.uk.trem.media/news/uk/1405280/woke-
warriors-cancel-culture-coulston-oliver-dowden-UK-history-black-lives-matter, accessed 27 February 2022.

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JlZG0zmzlzPauwqJ5JxxUajf5hYkD0ta
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JlZG0zmzlzPauwqJ5JxxUajf5hYkD0ta
https://www.culturalheritageterminology.co.uk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsNPlBBi1IE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsNPlBBi1IE
https://www.museumsassociation.org/museums-journal/opinion/2021/09/decolonising-scotlands-museums/
https://www.museumsassociation.org/museums-journal/opinion/2021/09/decolonising-scotlands-museums/
https://express.co.uk.trem.media/news/uk/1405280/woke-warriors-cancel-culture-coulston-oliver-dowden-UK-history-black-lives-matter
https://express.co.uk.trem.media/news/uk/1405280/woke-warriors-cancel-culture-coulston-oliver-dowden-UK-history-black-lives-matter
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workforce in 2015 recorded that 96.7 per cent of employees identified as ‘white’.11 Whilst my 
work seeks to address all areas of inequality in heritage, the sector’s race problem warrants 
particular attention. During the nine months of my internship in which I was engaged in remote 
conversations with various heritage organisations across the UK sector, I was overwhelmed 
by the experience of talking about issues of diversity and inclusion in meeting after meeting, 
at conference after conference, where I was the only person of colour present. Like many 
others from marginalised ethnic backgrounds in the UK, I experienced the sector as a hostile 
and isolating work environment.12 What was so alienating was that I regularly experienced 
microaggressions in situations where multiple other people were present, yet nobody else 
expressed discomfort or offence. These incidents happened below the level of awareness of 
even my well-intentioned white colleagues because they were not trained to identify, through 
first-hand experience or education, the ‘commonplace daily verbal, behavioral or environmental 
slights, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative 
attitudes toward stigmatized or culturally marginalized groups’.13

The decolonisation of language is, therefore, just one aspect of the broader effort that needs 
to take place to dismantle the sector’s inherited colonial structures and legacies. Inclusive 
description work will be superficial unless it is accompanied by a cultural shift in attitudes 
across the sector and greater representation of people from marginalised backgrounds in the 
workforce, particularly in higher pay grades and positions of management. From reviewing 
recruitment policies to increasing the accessibility of building spaces, abolishing unpaid 
internships, improving job security, offering professional development relating to issues of 
equality and equity, and creating more effective support systems for employees engaged 
in emotional labour, the sector needs to be more accommodating towards people from 
disadvantaged backgrounds.14 As part of this multi-faceted project, we need to see institutions 
acknowledge the provenance of objects and materials that were acquired through colonial 
aggression or the profits of Europe’s transatlantic trade in Africans along with the increased 
restitution and repatriation of stolen cultural artefacts and human remains currently held 
in the UK.15 Only through committing to a culture of transparency and accountability over 
a prolonged period of time can heritage institutions hope to regain the trust of their under-
served communities. To remain relevant to contemporary society, memory institutions will 
need to build reciprocal relationships with marginalised groups to understand their needs and 
better serve their interests, which must include remuneration for their time and labour when 
appropriate.16 In his Black Lives Matter Charter for the UK Heritage Sector, Errol Francis also adds 
that ‘Arts and heritage organisations should devise programmes that appeal to everyone in our 
society by commissioning contemporary diverse artists and curators to address the history and 
present-day issues around racism, prejudice and social exclusion’.17

Despite a valiant transnational effort to debunk the myth that heritage institutions uphold some 
kind of ‘suprapolitical objectivity’, many in the profession continue to believe in the ‘neutrality’ 

11 CILIP and Archives and Records Association, A Study of the UK Information Workforce: Mapping the Library, 
Archives, Records, Information Management and Knowledge Management and Related Professions (Executive 
Summary) (2015), 1, www.napier.ac.uk/~/media/worktribe/output-1291589/a-study-of-the-uk-information-
workforceexecutive-summary-nov-2015-5-a4web-0.pdf.

12 Kirsty Fife and Hannah Henthorn, ‘Brick Walls and Tick Boxes: Experiences of Marginalised Workers in the UK 
Archive Workforce’, The International Journal of Information, Diversity, & Inclusion, 5 (2021), 6–32; Jass Thethi, 
‘The Fallacy of Diversity Presentations,’ Intersectional Glam, 23 November 2018, https://intersectionalglam.
org/2018/11/23/the-fallacy-of-diversity-presentations/, accessed 25 March 2022.

13 Derald Wing Sue, et al. ‘Racial Microaggressions in Everyday Life’, American Psychologist, 62 (2007), 
271–86; UCLA, ‘Diversity in the Classroom,’ (2014), 10, https://equity.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/
DiversityintheClassroom2014Web.pdf; Derald Wing Sue, Microaggressions in Everyday Life: Race, Gender, and 
Sexual Orientation (Hoboken, NJ, 2010), xvi.

14 Alicia Chilcott, ‘Towards Protocols for Describing Racially Offensive Language in UK Public Archives,’ Archival 
Science, 19 (2019), 373.

15 Neil G. W. Curtis, ‘Repatriation from Scottish Museums: Learning from NAGPRA,’ Museum Anthropology, 
33 (2010), 234–48; Geraldine Kendall Adams, ‘A New Approach to Repatriation,’ Museums Association, 2 
November 2020, https://www.museumsassociation.org/museums-journal/features/2020/11/a-new-approach-
to-repatriation/, accessed 25 March 2022; Errol Francis, ‘Breathing, Epistemic Violence and Decolonising UK 
Heritage,’ 6 July 2020, www.errolfrancis.com/blog-posts/breathing-epistemic-violence-and-decolonising-uk-
heritage, accessed 25 March 2022.

16 Chilcott, ‘Towards protocols for Describing Racially Offensive Language in UK Public Archives,’ 362.

17 Francis, ‘Breathing, Epistemic Violence and Decolonising UK Heritage’.

https://www.napier.ac.uk/~/media/worktribe/output-1291589/a-study-of-the-uk-information-workforceexecutive-summary-nov-2015-5-a4web-0.pdf
https://www.napier.ac.uk/~/media/worktribe/output-1291589/a-study-of-the-uk-information-workforceexecutive-summary-nov-2015-5-a4web-0.pdf
https://intersectionalglam.org/2018/11/23/the-fallacy-of-diversity-presentations/
https://intersectionalglam.org/2018/11/23/the-fallacy-of-diversity-presentations/
https://equity.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/DiversityintheClassroom2014Web.pdf
https://equity.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/DiversityintheClassroom2014Web.pdf
https://www.museumsassociation.org/museums-journal/features/2020/11/a-new-approach-to-repatriation/
https://www.museumsassociation.org/museums-journal/features/2020/11/a-new-approach-to-repatriation/
https://www.errolfrancis.com/blog-posts/breathing-epistemic-violence-and-decolonising-uk-heritage
https://www.errolfrancis.com/blog-posts/breathing-epistemic-violence-and-decolonising-uk-heritage
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of the sector.18 As public institutions, galleries, libraries, archives, and museums are inherently 
political. Mike Murawksi and La Tanya Autry, founders of the Museums Are Not Neutral campaign, 
have commented on how ‘the claim of neutrality fosters unequal power relations’. As they have 
explained, ‘what museums take for granted as “neutral,” “objective,” “normal,” “professional,” 
and “high quality” is all part of a status quo system … that perpetuates oppression, racism, 
injustice, and colonialism’.19 Ultimately, curators and cataloguers make decisions about ‘which 
records, will get full, partial, or no archival attention’.20 In this way, public heritage plays an active 
role in constructing a nation’s collective memory and it opens up spaces where power struggles 
play out.21 South African archivist Verne Harris articulates that heritage is ‘a battleground for 
meaning and significance … A place and a space of complex and ever-shifting power plays.’22 
Not only is the action of collecting, curating, and preserving ‘historically significant’ records or 
artefacts riddled with selective biases, but the act of conferring significance and authority on 
those materials through description and cataloguing is innately subjective.23 In the words of 
Randall C. Jimerson, ‘Far from being a neutral repository for recorded memory, archives (and 
archivists) actively mediate and shape the archival record’.24

THE POWER OF DESCRIPTION

On top of selecting which materials are and are not worthy of acquisition and preservation, the 
main way through which curators and cataloguers shape the public’s understandings of history 
is through writing description. In the literature on archival science produced in the 1970s and 
1980s, ‘description’ is defined as the process of ‘establishing intellectual control over holdings’; 
it is the archivist’s role to capture, collate, analyse, and organise any information that will help 
‘interpret the holdings’ and ‘explain the context’.25 The function of catalogue metadata is to bring 
to the surface the most essential information about an item or artefact to provide users with 
the context that they need to discover relevant resources.26 When creating information about 
historical records and artefacts, curators and cataloguers must make subjective decisions about 
what information is deemed culturally and politically ‘important’ and what terminology best 
reflects the communities that are represented. Wendy M. Duff and Verne Harris note that ‘When 
describing records archivists will remember certain aspects and hide or forget others. They will 
highlight some relationships and ignore others’.27 Evidently, description – whether created for 
finding aids, website resources, or exhibition text – is a tool for controlling the historical narrative, 
and it is biased in its nature. Put concisely, ‘Every representation, every mode of description, is 
biased because it reflects a particular world-view and is constructed to meet specific purposes’.28

Since the 1970s, a vast body of postcolonial scholarship has highlighted the imbrication of 
power and knowledge production, demonstrating the violent role that language has played 
within the context of the British Empire. There is power in textual representation. When a text 
paints a derogatory and dehumanising image of an entire group of people, it can serve to 
legitimise hatred towards them. In his scholarship on ‘Mau Maus of the Mind’, for example, John 

18 Nathan Sentance, ‘Museums are not f**king Neutral: The Myth of Objectivity in Memory Institutions,’ Archival 
Decolonist, 18 January 2018, https://archivaldecolonist.com/2018/01/18/your-neutral-is-not-our-neutral/, 
accessed 11 March 2022; Shiraz Durrani and Elizabeth Smallwood, ‘The Professional is Political: Redefining the 
Social Role of Public Libraries’ in Alison M. Lewis (ed.), Questioning Library Neutrality: Essays from Progressive 
Librarian (Duluth, 2008), 123; Edward Said, Orientalism (1978; London, 1980), 18.

19 La Tanya S. Autry and Mike Murawski, ‘Museums Are Not Neutral: We Are Stronger Together,’ Panorama: 
Journal of the Association of Historians of American Art, 5 (2019), https://journalpanorama.org/wp-content/
uploads/2019/11/Autry-and-Murawski-Museums-Are-Not-Neutral.pdf. 

20 Terry Cook, ‘What is Past is Prologue: A History of Archival Ideas since 1898, and the Future Paradigm Shift’, 
Archivaria, 43 (1997), 46.

21 Jimerson, Archives Power, 215.

22 Verne Harris (2001) quoted in Jimerson, Archives Power, 216.

23 Robert Jenson, ‘The Myth of the Neutral Profession’ in Lewis (ed.), Questioning Library Neutrality, 94.

24 Jimerson, Archives Power, 216.

25 Frank B. Evans, et al. ‘A Basic Glossary for Archivists, Manuscript Curators, and Record Managers’, American 
Archivist, 37 (1974), 421; David B. Gracy II, ‘Finding Aids are like Streakers’, Georgia Archive, 4 (1976), 39; ‘Report 
of the Working Group of Standards for Archival Description’, American Archivist, 52 (1989), 442; Luciana Duranti, 
‘Origin and Development of the Concept of Archival Description’, Archivaria, 35 (1993), 47–54.

26 Hope Olson, ‘The Power to Name: Representation in Library Catalogs’, Signs, 26 (2001), 639.

27 Wendy M. Duff and Verne Harris, ‘Stories and Names: Archival Description as Narrating Records and 
Constructing Meanings’, Arch Sci, 2 (2002), 275.

28 Duff and Harris, ‘Stories and Names’, 275.

https://archivaldecolonist.com/2018/01/18/your-neutral-is-not-our-neutral/
https://journalpanorama.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Autry-and-Murawski-Museums-Are-Not-Neutral.pdf
https://journalpanorama.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Autry-and-Murawski-Museums-Are-Not-Neutral.pdf
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Lonsdale explores how Kikuyu resistance fighters were constructed in the British imaginary 
as an epitomic emblem of African barbarism and savagery.29 British government-printed 
reports that described the Mau Mau as ‘obscene’ and ‘bestial’ in nature, and which purported 
that Kikuyu men and women could not be purged of ‘the filthy thing Mau Mau’, were used to 
justify the creation of British torture camps in Kenya in the 1960s and to legitimise the brutal 
suppression of the anti-colonial movement in the public eye.30

Throughout the history of British imperialism, this kind of literary mechanism has served to 
rationalise the dispossession of people and the stripping of their autonomy, often through 
violent means.31 Exemplified by Edward Said in his ground-breaking text Orientalism (1978), 
the Western imperial project produced a large body of knowledge about non-Western peoples, 
denying them the right to represent themselves.32 The Enlightenment gave birth to the idea 
that only Western empirical knowledge was ‘true’, and within this context the written word 
was imbued with especial power.33 The ‘unequal control over historical productions’ led to 
inaccurate and biased portrayals of non-Western societies and cultures as ‘Other’, resulting in 
false representations and erroneous stereotypes that still pervade Western thought today. The 
colonial project of ‘Othering’ not only relied on explicitly racist depictions of non-white savagery, 
primitivity, and sub-humanity, but also more subtle portrayals of the Other’s innate differences. 
Exoticised and romanticised representations of non-Western peoples as ‘relics of the past’ who 
have submissive, child-like, and innately ‘feminine’ characteristics are equally stigmatising.

With their historic involvement in Europe’s transatlantic trade in Africans and the racial sciences 
being well-documented, it is no secret that older British heritage institutions were themselves 
‘an instrument of colonialism’.34 Consciously or not, descriptions and subject headings written 
and used by cataloguers and curators often reproduce the semantics of difference embedded 
in colonial discourses of power. When heritage institutions replicate these colonialist fallacies 
today, they not only contribute to the circulation of misinformation, but they perpetuate the 
violence of misrepresentation. To quote Shiraz Durrani and Elizabeth Smallwood, ‘[librarians] 
have a social responsibility to ensure that people get correct information. It is a matter of 
ethics that they challenge misinformation’.35 When we apply ‘essentialized, ahistorical 
categories and labels’ to entire groups of people, we risk the creation of distorted information 
and the reproduction of harmful stereotypes.36 When our language is homogenising, we cause 
additional harm by erasing diversity and dishonouring people’s self-identities. As summarised 
in Colleen McGloin and Bronwyn L. Carlson’s study of the politics of language in Indigenous 
Studies at the University of Wollongong, Australia, written text has the ‘capacity … to construct 
reality; produce ideas, beliefs, and stereotypical representations, represent, misrepresent, and 
imbue readers and viewers with particular views about the world.’37 From a human rights 
perspective, moreover, Stacy Wood et al. noted that

archival description and recordkeeping more broadly have been identified by 
both archival scholars and government inquiries as key agents in the oppression, 
marginalization, silencing, alienation and traumatization of individuals and communities 
that have been involved in social justice and human rights movements, for example, 
through how acts and victims are classified, euphemized, or submerged.38

29 John Lonsdale, ‘Mau Maus of the Mind: Making Mau Mau and Remaking Kenya’, Journal of African History, 31 
(1990), 404.

30 J. C. Carothers, The Psychology of the Mau Mau (Nairobi, 1955), 13, 19–20; Lonsdale, ‘Mau Maus of the Mind’, 404.

31 Ann L. Stoler, ‘Colonial Archives and the Art of Governance: On the Content in the Form’, Archival Science, 2 
(2002), 87–109.

32 Said, Orientalism, 18.

33 Sentance, “Museums are not f**king Neutral’; David Thomas, Simon Fowler, and Valerie Johnson, The Silence 
of the Archive (London, 2017), 3.

34 Chilcott, ‘Towards Protocols for Describing Racially Offensive Language in UK Public Archives,’ 360; 
Cataloguing Ethics Steering Committee, ‘Cataloguing Code of Ethics,’ 2021, https://docs.google.com/document/
d/1IBz7nXQPfr3U1P6Xiar9cLAkzoNX_P9fq7eHvzfSlZ0/edit#.

35 Durrani and Smallwood, ‘The Professional is Political: Redefining the Social Role of Public Libraries,’ 123.

36 Jeffrey Guhin and Jonathan Wrytzen, ‘The Violence of Knowledge: Edward Said, Sociology, and Post-
Orientalist Flexivity’, Postcolonial Sociology, 24 (2013), 235. 

37 Colleen McGloin and Bronwyn L. Carlson, ‘Indigenous Studies and the Politics of Language’, Journal of 
University Teaching and Learning Practice, 10 (2013), 4. 

38 Stacy Wood et al., ‘Mobilizing Records: Re-framing Archival Description to Support Human Rights’, Arch Sci, 
14 (2014), 398.
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The discipline of ‘archival science’ was born out of Enlightenment traditions, thus representing 
a distinctly Western mode of thought.39 Seeking to deny cultural pluralism, the principles of 
archival science taught heritage institutions to standardise catalogue and collection data 
according to a Western value system, whilst systematically ignoring and obscuring non-
Western forms of knowledge in the process.40 Thus, Western cataloguing and classification 
systems have functioned to erase Indigenous concepts and names from the historical record. 
This is better known as ‘epistemic violence’, a term coined by Gayatri Spivak to refer to the 
way that ‘Western forms of knowing preclude or destroy local forms of knowledge’.41 If we 
turn our attention to controlled vocabularies, for instance, we are quickly reminded just who 
is in control. The most widely used subject indexing and classification systems, namely Library 
of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and the Dewey Decimal Classification (DDC), are rooted 
in colonial biases and have functioned to exclude and misrepresent marginalised peoples, 
including women, those with LGBTQIA+ identities, and disabled people.42

In the words of Hope Olson, ‘Individual libraries, as well as the institutions that govern our 
standard, must be held accountable for poor and biased access to information’.43 From a 
pragmatic standpoint, the crux of the non-inclusive language problem is that biased and 
inaccurate description reduces the discoverability of historical materials and the relevance of 
collection information. Materials relating to marginalised communities are often described using 
vague and homogenising language; they are often mislabelled; and they often fail to mention the 
presence of marginalised peoples altogether, thus rendering them ‘invisible’ or ‘silent’. Untrained 
researchers, moreover, are unlikely to use archaic, outdated language in their search terms. 
Essentially, providing access to historical records for the purpose of research and education is the 
British heritage sector’s raison d’être today.44 By refusing to meet the needs of today’s society, 
the British public heritage sector risks becoming inaccessible and, ultimately, irrelevant.45

As McGloin and Carlson neatly summarise, ‘language is a primary element in the continuity of 
colonial discourse, but that mindfulness about language use can and does effect discursive 
change’.46 We must recognise that representation is eternally selective and that it will always be 
incomplete.47 Description, nevertheless, plays a significant role in the ‘construction of meanings 
and the exercise of power’.48 Memory institutions must therefore take responsibility for the 
language that they choose to use and the stories they choose to tell. Heritage professionals 
have equally a responsibility ‘to mitigate harm caused to record subject communities and 
users’.49 Language choices can enact forms of non-physical violence – such as psychological, 
bureaucratic, and symbolic violence.50 Words can also encourage and provide legitimation for 
hate crimes and physical acts of violence. There is power in description; hence, language must 
be understood as a tool through which heritage professionals can create and curate socially 
conscious catalogues, collections, displays, and learning resources.51 To pose a question that 

39 Duff and Harris, ‘Stories and Names,’ 263.

40 Ibid., 278.

41 Guhin and Wrytzen, ‘The Violence of Knowledge,’ 235; Kristie Dotson, ‘Tracking Epistemic Violence, Tracking 
Practices of Silencing’, Hypatia, 26 (2011), 238–59.

42 Cataloging Lab, ‘Problem LCSH’, https://cataloginglab.org/problem-lcsh/, accessed 13 August 2022; Christina 
Joseph, ‘“Move Over, Melvil”: Momentum Grows to Eliminate Bias and Racism in the 145-Year-Old Dewey Decimal 
System’, School Library Journal, 67 (2021), 28; Juliet L. Hardesty and Allison Nolan, ‘Mitigating Bias in Metadata: A 
Use Case Using Homosaurus Linked Data’, Information Technology and Libraries (2021), 1–14.

43 Olson, ‘The Power to Name’, 663.

44 For example, the first principle of the Cataloguing Ethics Steering Committee’s Cataloguing Code of Ethics 
(2021) states ‘We catalogue resources in our collections with the end-user in mind to facilitate access and 
promote discovery’. Cataloguing Ethics Steering Committee, ‘Cataloguing Code of Ethics’.

45 Durrani and Smallwood, ‘The Professional is Political’, 137.

46 McGloin and Carlson, ‘Indigenous Studies and the Politics of Language’, 19.

47 Heather MacNeil, ‘Picking Our Text: Archival Description, Authenticity and the Archivist as Editor’, Am Arch, 
68 (2005), 278.

48 Duff and Harris, ‘Stories and Names’, 264.

49 Chilcott, ‘Towards Protocols for Describing Racially Offensive Language in UK Public Archives’, 360.

50 Guhin and Wrytzen, ‘The Violence of Knowledge,’ 234–5; Dale Southerton, ‘Symbolic Violence’ in Dale 
Southerton (ed.), Encyclopaedia of Consumer Culture (3 vols, London, 2011), III, 1423–4.

51 Chilcott, ‘Towards Protocols for Describing Racially Offensive Language in UK Public Archives,’ 368.

https://cataloginglab.org/problem-lcsh/
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builds off the work of Duff and Harris: what if we re-imagined archival description standards 
as an instrument through which to challenge ‘the instinct merely to replicate existing power 
relations’?52

II. INCLUSIVE DESCRIPTION IN PRACTICE
THE NATIONAL LIBRARY OF SCOTLAND’S EQUALITIES, DIVERSITY, AND 
INCLUSION INTERNSHIP, 2020–21

As part of their ongoing review and development of non-discriminatory cataloguing practices, 
the National Library of Scotland funded an Equalities, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) internship 
from September 2020 to June 2021. The purpose of this internship was to develop a formal 
policy to govern the way that the National Library of Scotland manages its descriptive and 
interpretive practices over time in order to meet modern standards of description for protected 
characteristics and other areas of cultural sensitivity. The scope of the work included not only 
the review of new and existing catalogue descriptions, but also of the language used across 
the Library’s collections, finding aids, learning resources, and exhibitions. Although much of the 
work was internal in its focus, the nature of the project was directly shaped by conversations 
with other UK-based heritage organisations. As these conversations progressed, the need for 
cross-institutional collaboration on this area of work became increasingly apparent.

With its exclusive focus on the question of decolonising description, this internship appears to 
have been the first of its kind. Internships are themselves an established part of the industry 
that facilitate the valuable exchange of knowledge between heritage professionals and those 
at the beginning of their careers. It is worth noting for anybody who is considering emulating 
the National Library of Scotland’s approach, however, that using sponsored internship as a 
strategy to address reparative description had both pros and cons. Whilst it was an invaluable 
career opportunity for me as a recent graduate, the efficiency of the work was certainly 
hindered by my lack of cataloguing experience, the fact I had no prior education in Heritage 
Studies, as well as my newness within the organisation. The brevity of my employment also 
posed challenges in terms of the transfer of knowledge and the question of how to sustain 
the project following my departure. On the plus side, however, the internship route enabled 
the National Library of Scotland to make significant headway in an area of work that their 
permanent employees, given their existing workloads, would have otherwise struggled to 
explore in such depth. Additionally, I think that my personal background as a mixed-race 
woman of colour combined with my formal training in the discipline of History, wherein I 
specialised in understandings of race and empire, enabled me to bring a fresh and critical 
perspective to this area of work.

It would be difficult to say whether hiring an intern or external contractor for a short-term 
project is more or less effective than having an existing team of cataloguers and curators 
complete the work themselves, albeit at a slower pace, in collaboration with scholars and 
relevant communities. I do not write this article because I think that sponsored internship is 
the best or only way through which other public heritage institutions should seek to approach 
reparative description, therefore, but simply because I wish to share the fruits of my labour. 
As the National Library of Scotland’s former EDI intern, I held a unique job role within the UK 
heritage sector which enabled me to give the topic of inclusive description my full, undivided 
attention. Over the course of nine months, I conducted a substantial amount of research on 
the subject and was able to produce a range of inclusive description resources for the sector. 
Not only was I positioned to co-ordinate the descriptive efforts of different departments within 
the National Library of Scotland, but I acted as a linchpin for discussions about descriptive 
standards that were taking place across the sector, which culminated in the creation of the 
Cultural Heritage Terminology Network (CHTNUK). The problem of outdated and discriminatory 
language appearing within catalogues and collections is not unique to the National Library of 
Scotland; it is a problem that universally impacts public heritage institutions in the UK. Given 
the challenges of widespread under-staffing and under-funding in the sector, the resources 
shared in this section are designed to help heritage professionals across and beyond Scotland 
to make progress in this area of work despite time and budget constraints.

52 Duff and Harris, ‘Stories and Names’, 266.
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THE NEED FOR NEW TERMINOLOGY GUIDANCE

In order to determine the direction that the National Library of Scotland would take, it was 
essential to first review the existing guidance that had been published on the topic of inclusive 
description. I therefore began the EDI internship project by surveying the descriptive strategies 
of a range of cultural heritage institutions in North America, Europe, and Australia. In the USA, 
this included guidance that had been produced in collaboration with Indigenous and African 
American populations respectively, most notably, the Protocols for Native American Archival 
Materials (2007) published by First Archivist Circle and the Anti-Racist Description Resources (2020) 
produced by Archivists for Black Lives in Philadelphia (A4BLiP).53 Studies conducted by Michelle 
Caswell, Associate Professor of Archival Studies at UCLA, have also provided a foundational basis 
for inclusive description efforts in the United States.54 Similarly, the Presbyterian Historical Society 
(PHS) shared useful practical guidance in an online blog post about how their archivists ‘address 
the legacy of outdated and offensive language in [their] collection descriptions’.55 Along with this 
guidance, PHS also released their ‘Terminology Crosswalk’, essentially a list of the outdated and 
preferred terms that they had used to update the language in their online catalogue beginning 
in 2020.56 Another useful guide about harmful terminology relating to disability comes from 
the Harvard Center for the History of Medicine.57 Moreover, in 2020 the Digital Public Library of 
America hosted and recorded a particularly insightful three-part conference titled ‘Introduction 
to Conscious Editing’ that is available to view online.58 It must also be noted that amongst other 
large heritage organisations in the United States, a significant number of university libraries 
have published statements on their websites addressing the presence of harmful language 
within their online catalogues and collections.59

In Australia, a notable amount of work has taken place to improve the relationship between 
the heritage sector and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Beginning in 1995, 
the first version of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Protocols for Libraries, Archives and 
Information Services was published by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Library and 

53 First Archivist Circle, Protocols for Native American Archival Materials (2007), https://www2.nau.edu/libnap-p/
protocols.html, accessed 14 March 2022; Archives For Black Lives Philadelphia, Anti-Racist Description Resources.

54 Michelle Caswell, ‘Teaching to Dismantle White Supremacy in Archives’, The Library Quarterly, 87 (2017), 
222–35.

55 Presbyterian Historical Society: The National Archives of the PC (USA), ‘Language Matters: Redressing Bias in 
Digital Collection Descriptions’, 21 April 2020, https://www.history.pcusa.org/blog/2020/04/language-matters-
redressing-bias-digital-collection-descriptions, accessed 16 March 2022; Presbyterian Historical Society: The 
National Archives of the PC (USA), ‘Digital Collection Offensive Language Policy’, https://digital.history.pcusa.org/
dig_collection_offensive_lang_policy, accessed 16 March 2022. 

56 Presbyterian Historical Society: The National Archives of the PC (USA), ‘Terminology Crosswalk’, https://
digital.history.pcusa.org/sites/default/files/Terminology_crosswalk_public.pdf, accessed 16 March 2022.

57 Charlotte G. Lellman, ‘Guidelines for Inclusive and Conscientious Description’, Harvard Center for the History 
of Medicine, 20 January 2022, https://wiki.harvard.edu/confluence/display/hmschommanual/Guidelines+for+In
clusive+and+Conscientious+Description#GuidelinesforInclusiveandConscientiousDescription-Identity&Naming, 
accessed 17 March 2022.

58 Sunshine State Digital Network, ‘Introduction to Conscious Editing Part 1 of 3’, accessed 8 October 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGCTtDgNty4.

59 Brown University Library, ‘African American History at Brown University: Terminology’, https://libguides.
brown.edu/african-americanhistory#s-lg-box-14459106, accessed 17 March 2022; Drexel University Libraries, 
‘Statement on Harmful Content in Archival Collections’, https://www.library.drexel.edu/archives/overview/
HarmfulContent/, accessed 17 March 2022; Duke University Libraries (Technical Services), ‘Statement on Inclusive 
Description (2020)’, https://wiki.duke.edu/display/DTSP/Statement+on+Inclusive+Description, accessed 17 March 
2022; Emory University Rose Library, ‘Harmful Language in Finding Aids’, https://libraries.emory.edu/rose/about/
harmful-language-finding-aids, accessed 17 March 2022; Princeton University Library – Special Collections, 
‘Statement on Language in Archival Description’, https://library.princeton.edu/special-collections/statement-
language-archival-description, accessed 17 March 2022; Stanford Libraries, ‘Stanford Special Collections and 
University Archives Statement on Potentially Harmful Language in Cataloging and Archival Description’, https://
library.stanford.edu/spc/using-our-collections/stanford-special-collections-and-university-archives-statement-
potentially, accessed 17 March 2022; Temple University Libraries: Special Collections Research Centre, 2018, 
https://library.temple.edu/policies/14, accessed 17 March 2022; UCLA: Searching Our Collections, ‘William Andrew 
Clark Memorial Library Statement on Cataloging’, https://clarklibrary.ucla.edu/research/statementoncataloging/, 
accessed 17 March 2022; University of Iowa Libraries, ‘Library News: Diversity, Equity & Inclusion in the Library’s 
Online Catalog’, 2019, https://blog.lib.uiowa.edu/news/2019/06/21/diversity-equity-inclusion-in-the-librarys-
online-catalog/, accessed 17 March 2022; University of Oregon Libraries, ‘Statement Regarding Objectionable 
Content’, https://library.uoregon.edu/special-collections-statement-regarding-objectionable-content, accessed 
17 March 2022; University of Wisconsin Milwaukee Libraries, ‘Digitized Archival and Special Collections: 
Potentially Offensive Materials’, https://uwm.edu/lib-collections/potentially-offensive-materials/, accessed 
17 March 2022; Yale University Library, ‘Guide to Using Special Collections at Yale University: Statement on 
Harmful Language in Archival Description’, 2 November 2020, https://guides.library.yale.edu/specialcollections/
statementondescription, accessed 17 March 2022.
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Information Resource Network (ATSILIRN).60 Updated in 2012, the Protocols state that heritage 
institutions have ‘a responsibility to … respond appropriately to the existence of offensive 
materials’.61 There is no elaboration, however, on what an ‘appropriate’ response might 
look like. Both the State Records New South Wales (NSW) Protocols for Staff Working with 
Indigenous People and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Data Archive (ATSIDA) Protocols 
(2013) recommend the use of content warnings.62 We see content advice implemented by 
the National Library of Australia, for example, which firstly warns its users about ‘culturally 
sensitive’ language and materials that might appear in its online catalogue.63 Secondly, on 
its Trove website users are required to opt whether they would like to see advisory warnings 
or not.64 In terms of inclusive indexing, the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander Studies (AIATSIS) thesaurus was produced in close collaboration with Aboriginal 
Australian and Torres Strait Islander communities to provide inclusive subject headings relating 
to their languages, people, and places.65 In both the United States and Australia, the process 
of developing inclusive descriptive standards has focused on involving Indigenous and other 
marginalised communities in the archival process.

The most detailed guidance on harmful terminology in Europe was produced by the Netherlands’ 
National Museum of World Cultures, whose 2018 publication Words Matter offers critical and 
comprehensive reflection on the discriminatory language of the Dutch Empire.66 In terms of 
inclusive indexing, IHLIA LGBTI Heritage Amsterdam also created the Homosaurus LGBTQ+ 
linked data vocabulary in 1997, which is now used internationally.67

If we turn our attention to the United Kingdom, historian Norena Shopland’s book A Practical 
Guide to Searching LGBTQIA Historical Records offers additional guidance for both users and 
cataloguers working with LGBTQIA+ historic materials.68 Another useful terminology guide 
is Historic England’s ‘Disability History Glossary’, which provides information on language 
surrounding disability and how it has developed throughout English history.69 Generally speaking, 
inclusive description work in the UK has moved at a slower pace compared to the USA, Australia, 
and the Netherlands. That is not to say, however, that no efforts have been made by heritage 
professionals. On her online blog for Intersectional GLAM, a business which offers bespoke anti-
discrimination training for heritage professionals, Jass Thethi shared her own set of guidelines 
on ‘respectful descriptions for marginalised groups’ in 2018.70 Alicia Chilcott also published a 
practical set of recommendations on anti-racist description for UK public archives in 2019.71 
Furthermore, that same year, Tim Jerrome collated a set of suggestions about how to deal with 
‘offensive language in archival description’ from an email list survey for British-based archivists.72

60  Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Library, Information and Resource Network (ATSILIRN), Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander Protocols for Libraries, Archives and Information Services, https://atsilirn.aiatsis.gov.au/
protocols.php. 

61 ATSILIRN, ATSILIRN Protocols for Libraries, Archives and Information Services, 2012, https://atsilirn.aiatsis.
gov.au/docs/ProtocolBrochure2012.pdf, 1.

62 Chilcott, ‘Towards Protocols for Describing Racially Offensive Language in UK Public Archives,’ 364–5.

63 National Library of Australia, ‘Catalogue’, https://catalogue.nla.gov.au/, accessed 17 March 2022.

64 Trove – National Library of Australia, ‘Homepage’, https://trove.nla.gov.au/, accessed 17 March 2022.

65 Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, AIATSIS Subject Thesaurus, December 
2019 https://thesaurus.aiatsis.gov.au/data/SubjectThesaurus.pdf, accessed 17 March 2022, 3.

66 Involved in this project were Tropenmuseum, Afrika Museum, Museum Volkenkunde, and Wereldmuseum. 
Wayne Modest and Robin Lelijveld (eds), Words Matter, Work in Progress I. National Museum of World Cultures, 
2018. https://issuu.com/tropenmuseum/docs/wordsmatter_english. 

67 Homosaurus Vocabulary Site, https://homosaurus.org/, accessed 17 March 2022.

68 Norena Shopland, A Practical Guide to Searching LGBTQIA Historical Records (London, 2020).

69 Historic England, ‘Disability History Glossary’, https://historicengland.org.uk/research/inclusive-heritage/
disability-history/about-the-project/glossary/, accessed 17 March 2022.

70 Jass Thethi, ‘Archives and Inclusivity: Respectful Descriptions of Marginalised Groups,’ Intersectional GLAM, 
22 November 2018, https://intersectionalglam.org/2018/11/22/archives-and-inclusivity-respectful-descriptions-
of-marginalised-groups/, accessed 17 March 2022.

71 Chilcott, ‘Towards Protocols for Describing Racially Offensive Language in UK Public Archives’.

72 Tim Jerrome, ‘Results of Research into Offensive Language in Archival Description’, Archives-NRA, 8 
November 2019, https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?A2=ARCHIVES-NRA;83942ce8.1911, accessed 17 
March 2022.
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Whilst UK memory institutions need to deal with the specific language legacies of the British 
empire, many continue to rely on foreign terminology guidance and internationally controlled 
vocabularies. In particular, there is a dependency on Library of Congress Subject Headings 
(LCSH) which have been widely criticised for their biases and are, rather problematically, 
regulated by the United States Congress.73 Subject headings produced in the USA do not reflect 
the specificities of language relating to Britain and its former colonies. Whilst it is possible to 
request changes within the LCSH system, it is surprising that the British heritage sector does not 
produce its own vocabularies at a national level.

From the conversations that I have had across the sector, it appears that Words Matter 
and A4BLiP’s Anti-Racist Description Resources are the two most popular inclusive language 
guides currently being used by heritage professionals engaged in inclusive description work 
within the United Kingdom. Whilst the information contained within these guides is certainly 
helpful, they are both greatly limited in their scope. In this case, the former deals with the 
language legacies of the Dutch Empire, with an emphasis on racially harmful terminology, 
whilst the latter specifically addresses the description of materials relating to African American 
communities in the United States. It is therefore necessary to supplement this information 
with other terminology guidance produced not only by heritage institutions, but also by NGOs, 
government institutions, and journalistic organisations around the world. The problem with 
using non-heritage guides, however, is that they usually only provide information about 
contemporary language use.

THE INCLUSIVE TERMINOLOGY GLOSSARY

The primary concern that UK heritage professionals have shared with me is that they do 
not feel confident in their knowledge of harmful language and the preferred contemporary 
terminology of groups with protected characteristics. This comes as no surprise, since heritage 
professionals in the United Kingdom are rarely provided with adequate training and education 
opportunities when it comes to dealing with issues related to equality and equity. To make the 
task of detecting and supplementing discriminatory language easier for myself and others, 
therefore, I began to collate all the existing guidance about preferred terminologies and the 
language that has been used to describe groups with protected characteristics in the past. 
After consulting a wide range of source materials, including where possible any texts that had 
been produced by the communities being represented, I contacted community members and 
academics with relevant expertise to review the information contained within the Glossary. 
Although labour-intensive, there was an indisputable rationale for creating this new Inclusive 
Terminology Glossary from scratch.74 As already mentioned, there is little terminology guidance 
that has been written with a UK-focus. This has created a major gap in knowledge about 
the unique language legacies of the British Empire, which are of course global in scope. UK 
heritage professionals require an understanding of the language of race, diaspora, disability, 
and LGBTQIA+ issues in Britain and its former colonies, as well as specific local and regional 
terminologies that are used across the UK, including terminologies in all languages and dialects 
of the UK.

When conducting research into the preferred terminology of different marginalised groups, 
I encountered a lot of discrepancies across the available sources of information. Existing 
guidelines often present only a single view, therefore failing to acknowledge the presence of any 
inconsistencies or offer an explanation as to why they occur. For example, although identity-first 
vocabularies on disability are standard in Britain (i.e. ‘disabled person’) people-first vocabularies 

73 Sara A. Howard and Steven A. Knowlton, ‘Browsing through Bias: The Library of Congress Classification 
and Subject Headings for African American Studies and LGBTQIA Studies’, Library Trends, 67 (2018), 74–88; 
Steven A. Knowlton, ‘Three Decades Since Prejudices and Antipathies: A Study of Changes in the Library of 
Congress Subject Headings’, Cataloging & Classification Quarterly, 40 (2005), 123–45; Amanda Ross, ‘The Bias 
Hiding in your Library’, The Conversation, 20 March 2019, https://theconversation.com/the-bias-hiding-in-your-
library-111951, accessed 17 March 2022; University of Oklahoma, ‘Library of Congress Accepts OU Libraries’ 
Proposal to Change Subject Heading to “Tulsa Race Massacre”’, 22 March 2021, https://www.ou.edu/web/
news_events/articles/news_2021/library-of-congress-accepts-ou-libraries-proposal-to-change-subject-heading-
to-tulsa-race-massacre, accessed 17 March 2022; Anna Burgess, ‘Harvard Library Ends Use of Subject Heading 
“illegal alien”’, The Harvard Gazette, 9 March 2021, https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/newsplus/harvard-
library-ends-use-of-subject-heading-illegal-alien/, accessed 17 March 2022.

74 Carissa Chew (ed.), Inclusive Terminology Glossary (Google Drive), https://drive.google.com/drive/
folders/1JlZG0zmzlzPauwqJ5JxxUajf5hYkD0ta. 
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https://theconversation.com/the-bias-hiding-in-your-library-111951
https://www.ou.edu/web/news_events/articles/news_2021/library-of-congress-accepts-ou-libraries-proposal-to-change-subject-heading-to-tulsa-race-massacre
https://www.ou.edu/web/news_events/articles/news_2021/library-of-congress-accepts-ou-libraries-proposal-to-change-subject-heading-to-tulsa-race-massacre
https://www.ou.edu/web/news_events/articles/news_2021/library-of-congress-accepts-ou-libraries-proposal-to-change-subject-heading-to-tulsa-race-massacre
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/newsplus/harvard-library-ends-use-of-subject-heading-illegal-alien/
https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/newsplus/harvard-library-ends-use-of-subject-heading-illegal-alien/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JlZG0zmzlzPauwqJ5JxxUajf5hYkD0ta
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1JlZG0zmzlzPauwqJ5JxxUajf5hYkD0ta
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are preferred in the USA (i.e. ‘person with a disability’). Cultural heritage professionals require 
an understanding of these nuances so that they can determine when a term may or may not 
be deemed appropriate in a specific context. Although created with the UK heritage sector in 
mind, therefore, the Glossary remains international in its scope and seeks to explain, not erase, 
alternative perspectives. After all, British galleries, libraries, archives, and museums possess 
materials relating to the whole world. Moreover, there is no existing terminology guidance that 
considers all areas of protected characteristics. Projects to create inclusive vocabularies for 
materials relating to race, LGBTQIA+, and disability issues have all developed independently 
from one another. There is no reason, however, why heritage professionals could not address 
all these areas of discrimination simultaneously.

My Inclusive Terminology Glossary is specifically designed for use by cultural heritage 
professionals, who require understanding of both the modern and historical usage of terms 
as well as knowledge of how and why meanings may have shifted over time and space. 
Nevertheless, the information that the Glossary contains might prove useful to other sectors, 
such as journalism and publishing. Existing glossaries that have been produced by cultural 
heritage organisations tend to lack any sense of a timeline. Without an idea of the time periods 
in which certain terms were used, it can be incredibly difficult for both staff and users to locate 
materials relating to marginalised groups within a particular era. Therefore, my Glossary 
contains a column to denote the specific time period that a term was in use, if known. In this 
sense, the Glossary has a dual function as not only a guide for cataloguers, but as guide for 
researchers who are trying to locate archival documents related to people from marginalised 
communities.

Screenshots of Inclusive 
Terminology Glossary, Section 
1.1. African American History 
and the Atlantic Slave Trade, 
accessed 8 July 2023. https://
docs.google.com/document/d/
1JaJ8VchUCbtg7jPmhwiZO
QYsabBqKLxZ7n69urQS8VM/
edit?usp=sharing.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JaJ8VchUCbtg7jPmhwiZOQYsabBqKLxZ7n69urQS8VM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JaJ8VchUCbtg7jPmhwiZOQYsabBqKLxZ7n69urQS8VM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JaJ8VchUCbtg7jPmhwiZOQYsabBqKLxZ7n69urQS8VM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JaJ8VchUCbtg7jPmhwiZOQYsabBqKLxZ7n69urQS8VM/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JaJ8VchUCbtg7jPmhwiZOQYsabBqKLxZ7n69urQS8VM/edit?usp=sharing
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Furthermore, few anglophone institutions have sought to provide guidance on harmful 
terminologies that may appear in non-English language material. It would be a mammoth task 
to incorporate discriminatory terminology that appears in all languages, but it is certainly worth 
including as many relevant examples as possible to avoid reinforcing an anglophone bias. In 
the Scottish context, this includes paying especial attention to the indigenous languages of 
Gaelic and Scots. Above all, I wanted to create a resource that is truly collaborative. Language 
debates are complex and contested, and it is crucial that the document reflects multiple 
perspectives. The Glossary would not be truly ‘inclusive’ if it did not invite the communities who 
are represented in its pages to assert their own self-identities. Created as a Google Document, 
anybody can suggest edits or add entries to the Glossary, meaning it is ‘live’ in its nature. This 
allows both heritage professionals and users to provide feedback and actively contribute to the 
work, meaning that the quality of information will continually be improved over time. It is the 
intention that the Glossary will, in the future, be developed into a responsive and sophisticated 
open-access database by the National Library of Scotland with the help of other parties.

COLLECTIONS, CONTENT ADVICE, AND CATALOGUE METADATA

Within the scope of my internship project, my Glossary had many practical applications. To start 
with, I needed a list of terms that I could use to conduct key word searches across the National 
Library of Scotland’s online catalogues, collections, and websites. Using the Glossary, I was able 
to manually audit the presence of potentially discriminatory materials so that I could better 
understand the scale and nature of the issue. I found that not all ‘hits’ were from catalogue 
descriptions and websites, but also from published titles and the searchable transcriptions of 
surrogates of original historic materials. Key word searches have their limitations, however, 
particularly when it comes to identifying harmful material across visual collections like 
photographs and moving images. In terms of my methodology, I therefore also had one-on-one 
conversations with curators, who helped me to identify further problematic areas within their 
respective collecting areas. At present, I think it would be ineffective to conduct automated key 
word searches using artificial intelligence because the task requires manually filtering through the 
search results to determine whether a word or phrase is being used in a way that is discriminatory 
or not. For example, the word ‘coloured’ (or ‘colored’ in US English) is discriminatory when it is 
applied to people to describe them in racial terms, yet it is also an everyday term that appears in 
hundreds of item descriptions, usually to denote maps, images, or films that have colour. Human 
judgement is therefore required to gauge the nature of the context in which words are being 
used. Nevertheless, manual searches can be time-consuming, especially since a catalogue’s 
search algorithm can impact the discoverability of materials; some digital catalogues may return 
only exact matches, whereas others will return anything containing the search term in addition 
to related terms. As a reflection of the tedious nature of the work, the Glossary therefore includes 
both plural and singular forms, multiple spelling variations, archaic forms of spelling (such as 
replacing ‘s’ with ‘f’), as well as common misspellings that might return relevant materials.

Locating and identifying harmful materials would be the first step for the implementation 
of content advice and filters. Advisory notices are important for a number of reasons. Many 
British collections contain materials that have been used in the past to justify the oppression, 
segregation, torture, and sometimes genocide of groups with protected characteristics. It is 
vital to recognise this material as harmful and refuse to normalise the narratives that they 
contain, whilst safeguarding the emotional and mental welfare of users by warning them 
when they might encounter distressing materials. In terms of content advice, there are various 
different approaches that an institution might take, the least labour intensive of which is an 
institutional statement or catalogue-level warning that explains to users that they might 
encounter discriminatory materials across online catalogues and collections.

Examples of catalogue-level warnings can be seen on Bristol Archives’ British Empire & 
Commonwealth Collection Catalogue, the University of Virginia Archives catalogue, and at 
the bottom every item page on the Horniman Museum’s online collection catalogue.75 Adding 
individual item level warnings is certainly laborious, but the National Archives UK has added a 

75 Bristol Archives, British Empire & Commonwealth Collection Catalogue, https://becc.bristol.gov.uk/, accessed 
17 March 2022; University of Virginia Archives, https://archives.lib.virginia.edu/repositories, accessed 17 March 
2022; Horniman Museum, ‘Search the Collections’, https://www.horniman.ac.uk/object/2007.213/, accessed 17 
March 2022.

https://becc.bristol.gov.uk/
https://archives.lib.virginia.edu/repositories
https://www.horniman.ac.uk/object/2007.213/
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note to a handful of individual files to advise users that they contain ‘language that is by its 
nature offensive to Black and other minority ethnic groups’.76 At an item-level, some institutions 
have also opted to put content warnings in the item title as an effective means of making sure 
that the user sees the warning if they access the page directly from an external search engine 
rather than through the catalogue. The Digital Public Library of America (DPLA) and the New 
York Public Library (NYPL) have taken this approach to warn users about the graphic content 
contained within lynching photographs, for example.77 Institutions such as BBC Rewind and the 
Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) have implemented more sophisticated content filters. On 
BBC Rewind, users must create an account and opt whether they wish to view certain types of 
sensitive material or not. On the V&A online catalogue search, potentially discriminatory images 
are blurred out until the user chooses to view them. Along with this, the V&A provide item-level 
content warnings; many of their descriptions contain a sufficient amount of historical context 
about their items; and they have a ‘Suggest Feedback’ button that users can use to report 
discriminatory material.

The other purpose of my Glossary is for editing and improving metadata, as well as using it 
to inform the creation of new learning resources, website features, and exhibition text. As I 
already mentioned, preferred terminology is sometimes debated by communities today, but 
heritage professionals nevertheless need to make informed decisions about what language 
they should use to describe materials relating to groups with protected characteristics. Often 
this will require breaking away from the confines of archival science, in which the classification of 
people and concepts is neatly standardised according to Western preferences, not allowing for 
nuance. Instead of adhering to such restrictive practices and viewing description as something 
that must be both concise and definitive, heritage professionals will often need to take the 
necessary space to add language disclaimers and provide users with relevant historical context 
for understanding the terminology choices that have been made. When the software does not 
allow for additional descriptive fields, institutions can work with the software developers (such 
as Ex-Libris) and petition for the creation of new features. Sometimes it will be appropriate 
to acknowledge multiple terminologies (whether they are competing or complimentary) and 
other times it will be necessary to admit that the institution does not have the knowledge to 
provide adequate labels. Supplementing records with the most appropriate terminology not 
only communicates to under-served groups that their self-identities are being acknowledged 
and respected, but it also enhances the quality of collections information and improves the 
discoverability of materials. Inclusive description does not dictate that historic language be 
altogether removed from records but that it is no longer normalised, which can be achieved 
through simple formatting choices such as the addition of quotation marks or inverted commas.

During my time at the National Library of Scotland, I used the Glossary to make a small sample 
of suggested metadata changes in the Archives & Manuscripts Catalogue which included, 
for example, replacing ‘chattel slaves’ and ‘negroes’ with ‘enslaved Africans’; capitalising the 
word ‘Indigenous’ in the North American context; changing ‘lunacy’ to ‘mental health’; and 
supplementing a quoted reference to ‘Hottentot girls’ to include ‘Khoikhoi’ in square brackets. 
In every instance, these metadata changes demanded careful consideration of the context of 
their use. Another recurring issue within the Archives & Manuscripts Catalogue that myself and 
my manager addressed was the incorrect or unclear use of terms like ‘African’ and ‘Indian’ in 
our agent epithets. Generally, these terms had been used in the past to describe the activities 
of white British men, built on the assumption that African men and women could not hold 
titles such as ‘explorer’, ‘historian’, or ‘missionary’. For instance, we changed ‘African explorer’ 
to ‘explorer in Africa’; ‘African traveller’ to ‘traveller in Africa’; ‘African notebook’ to ‘notebook … 
on the subject of Africa’; and ‘Indian historian’ to ‘administrator in India and historian’. Another 
term that required greater clarity was the label ‘planter’, which has loosely been used in the 
past both to describe Scottish tea-planters in India and, euphemistically, to refer to Scottish 

76 The National Archives, ‘Stop and Search – Daily Mirror Article 22/1/96,’ https://discovery.nationalarchives.
gov.uk/details/r/83230b27-1ae0-47c0-bd80-e32e159fdd17, accessed 17 March 2022.

77 Digital Public Library of America, ‘(Warning: Graphic Material) A Photograph Showing the 
Aftermath of a Public Lynching in Columbus, Georgia, June 1, 1896’, https://dp.la/primary-source-
sets/ida-b-wells-and-anti-lynching-activism/sources/1120, accessed 17 March 2022; New York Public 
Library, ‘Lynching [graphic]’, https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb16191416__Slynching__
Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Ak%3Ak%3APICTURE%3A%3A__Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Aw%3Aw%3AWEB%20
RESOURCE%3A%3A__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def, accessed 17 March 2022.

https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/83230b27-1ae0-47c0-bd80-e32e159fdd17
https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/details/r/83230b27-1ae0-47c0-bd80-e32e159fdd17
https://dp.la/primary-source-sets/ida-b-wells-and-anti-lynching-activism/sources/1120
https://dp.la/primary-source-sets/ida-b-wells-and-anti-lynching-activism/sources/1120
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb16191416__Slynching__Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Ak%3Ak%3APICTURE%3A%3A__Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Aw%3Aw%3AWEB%20RESOURCE%3A%3A__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb16191416__Slynching__Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Ak%3Ak%3APICTURE%3A%3A__Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Aw%3Aw%3AWEB%20RESOURCE%3A%3A__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
https://browse.nypl.org/iii/encore/record/C__Rb16191416__Slynching__Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Ak%3Ak%3APICTURE%3A%3A__Ff%3Afacetmediatype%3Aw%3Aw%3AWEB%20RESOURCE%3A%3A__Orightresult__U__X7?lang=eng&suite=def
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enslavers in the Caribbean. Additionally, we reviewed the use of the epithet ‘Orientalist’, an 
outdated term that was historically used to refer to scholars who took interest in any aspect of 
Asian or ‘Middle Eastern’ history, languages, geography, and cultures. To avoid ambiguity, the 
term was replaced with more specific labels – such as ‘Sinologist’, ‘Semitic Studies Professor’, 
and ‘civil servant in India’ – which more accurately describe the person’s career, travels, scholarly 
interest, or linguistic expertise, thus improving the specificity of these records so that users 
interested in any part of the vast geographical regions of Asia and the ‘Middle East’ can locate 
them more easily. In most instances, these examples of outdated language that appeared in 
our catalogue’s epithets could be traced back to the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.78

POLICY WORK AND PRINCIPLES OF INCLUSIVE DESCRIPTION

Alongside the review of harmful terminology across the National Library of Scotland’s catalogues, 
collections, and websites, I also worked on drafting a formal descriptive and interpretative 
practices policy that will govern the way the National Library of Scotland manages its linguistic 
choices over time. For the sake of accountability, the published policy will clearly outline, for 
both its staff and users, the professional ethical standards that the National Library of Scotland 
aims to meet in its descriptive and interpretative work. Applicable to all areas of the library, the 
document will guide the long-term development of the various strands of inclusive description 
work – from editing catalogue metadata to implementing content advice and developing the 
Inclusive Terminology Glossary in the future.

Policy development represents a top-down approach that can help an institution to internally 
implement and co-ordinate its inclusive description efforts, especially across different areas 
of work such as cataloguing, exhibitions, and social media. When published, a policy can 
also provide users with vital insight into an institution’s methodologies, ethical standards, 
and intentions. With that in mind, however, it is worth noting that corporate documents 
are generally inaccessible to users in terms of their writing style and the use of heritage-
specific jargon. To improve transparency and accessibility, policy publication would be best 
accompanied by a user-friendly public statement or media release that is written in clear and 
concise prose. The other danger of policy work is that it can appear as a superficial kind of 
‘empty gesture’, thus exacerbating the culture of distrust between heritage institutions and 
marginalised communities. When an institution releases a statement about their commitment 
to decolonisation, it is vital that they follow through by making meaningful and observable 
changes to their behaviours and practices, and marginalised communities should be involved 
in the policy-creation process itself.

Whether policy reform should be an institution’s ‘first step’ when it comes to inclusive description 
work remains undecided, but it is certainly useful for staff to have access to clear set of shared 
aims that will guide the reform of descriptive standards across the sector. Numerous codes of 
ethics for cataloguers as well as more generic ethical frameworks for librarians and archivists 
have already been developed by a range of organisations, some of which are international 
in their scope.79 These ethical guidelines provide the foundation for the principles of inclusive 
description; however, the practice of inclusive description must extend beyond just catalogues. 
Building off the policy work that I completed with the National Library of Scotland, therefore, I 
have developed a set of ten foundational principles for inclusive description work that I wish to 
share. These generic principles are applicable to all heritage institutions in the UK and can be 
adapted to meet individual needs. The principles are as follows:

78 Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, https://www.oxforddnb.com/. 

79 American Association for State and Local History (AASLH), ‘Statement of Professional Standards and 
Ethics’, 2017, https://d221a1e908576484595f-1f424f9e28cc684c8a6264aa2ad33a9d.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/
aaslh_f3b127c7bc6e406a8ae1829095a08c49.pdf; Association of College & Research Libraries: A Division of the 
American Library Association (ACRL), ‘Diversity Standards Toolkit’, 2013, https://acrl.libguides.com/diversity/
standardstoolkit; American Libraries Association (ALA), ‘Code of Ethics’, 2008, http://www.ala.org/tools/ethics; 
Cataloguing Ethics Steering Committee, Cataloguing Code of Ethics, January 2021, https://docs.google.com/
document/d/1IBz7nXQPfr3U1P6Xiar9cLAkzoNX_P9fq7eHvzfSlZ0/edit, Canadian Federation of Library Associations 
Fédération Canadienne des associations de bibliothèques, ‘Code of Ethics’, August 2018. http://cfla-fcab.ca/
wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Code-of-ethics.pdf, CILIP: The Library and Information Association, ‘Ethical 
Framework’, 2018,  https://www.cilip.org.uk/page/ethics; Global Indigenous Data Alliance, ‘CARE Principles for 
Indigenous Data Governance’, https://www.gida-global.org/care; IFLA, ‘IFLA Code of Ethics for Librarians and 
Other Information Workers (full version)’, August 2012, https://www.ifla.org/publications/node/11092; Society of 
American Archivists (SAA), ‘Statement of Principles’, 2019 https://github.com/saa-ts-dacs/dacs/blob/master/04_
statement_of_principles.md.

https://www.oxforddnb.com/
https://d221a1e908576484595f-1f424f9e28cc684c8a6264aa2ad33a9d.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/aaslh_f3b127c7bc6e406a8ae1829095a08c49.pdf
https://d221a1e908576484595f-1f424f9e28cc684c8a6264aa2ad33a9d.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/aaslh_f3b127c7bc6e406a8ae1829095a08c49.pdf
https://acrl.libguides.com/diversity/standardstoolkit
https://acrl.libguides.com/diversity/standardstoolkit
http://www.ala.org/tools/ethics
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IBz7nXQPfr3U1P6Xiar9cLAkzoNX_P9fq7eHvzfSlZ0/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1IBz7nXQPfr3U1P6Xiar9cLAkzoNX_P9fq7eHvzfSlZ0/edit
http://cfla-fcab.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Code-of-ethics.pdf
http://cfla-fcab.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Code-of-ethics.pdf
https://www.cilip.org.uk/page/ethics
https://www.gida-global.org/care
https://www.ifla.org/publications/node/11092
https://github.com/saa-ts-dacs/dacs/blob/master/04_statement_of_principles.md
https://github.com/saa-ts-dacs/dacs/blob/master/04_statement_of_principles.md
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1. Acquisition or providing access to an item does not imply endorsement of any statements 
or opinions contained therein.

2. It is the duty of cultural heritage institutions to accurately maintain the historical record. 
It is not appropriate for cultural heritage professionals to alter or censor the original 
historical record, including language contained within collections, published titles, and 
official names. 

3. Cultural heritage institutions have a responsibility to meet modern descriptive 
standards and describe and interpret materials in a manner that is accurate, respectful, 
and responsive to the communities who create, use, and are represented in their 
collections. When appropriate, this work will involve the remunerated involvement of the 
communities in question.

4. It is the duty of cultural heritage institutions to improve the quality of educational 
information for the purpose of enhancing and maintaining the authenticity, integrity, 
and reliability of records and resources and to promote the ethical use of the information 
contained within their collections and resources.

5. Where the original language in collections is harmful or discriminatory, cultural heritage 
institutions should strive to provide additional historical context and appropriate advisory 
content.

6. Description and interpretation should be harnessed as a tool to improve the 
discoverability of resources relating to marginalised communities. 

7. Descriptive and interpretive practice should reflect professional values and ethics and 
contribute to a culture of accountability, trust, and transparency.  

8. Cultural heritage institutions have a responsibility to support their staff with the task 
of inclusive description work. This includes emotional support as well as professional 
development and training to ensure staff are equipped to complete inclusive descriptive 
work judiciously and thoughtfully.  

9. Cultural heritage institutions should share their expertise and use their voices to reform 
national and international frameworks of agreed standards and vocabularies.

10. Descriptive and interpretive standards will need to continue to be updated to reflect 
changes in knowledge, practice, and values in the future. 

Within a broader effort to decolonise the UK heritage sector, these ten principles provide the 
essential framework in which heritage professionals should use the Inclusive Terminology 
Glossary. Policy aims will be meaningless if institutions do not commit time, money, and 
resources to achieving these principles, however.

NETWORKING AND NEXT STEPS

To take a meaningful step towards decolonisation, moreover, UK heritage institutions will need 
to put their individualistic ambitions aside and start working together to address the language 
legacies that are specific to Britain and its former empire. If the goal is to achieve reparative 
justice, then it is unethical to capitalise on or gatekeep knowledge and resources that will help 
to mitigate the discrimination experienced by marginalised groups today. Not all institutions 
have the funding, resources, or expertise to launch their own inclusive description initiatives 
from scratch, and hence the sharing of resources and good praxis is essential to facilitating 
positive change across the public heritage sector. The creation of a more diverse and inclusive 
heritage sector requires the collation of knowledge into open-access guides like the Inclusive 
Terminology Glossary, and readers are urged to contribute to this project, which is designed to 
help heritage professionals create accurate and inclusive metadata, exhibition text, advisory 
notices, and other resources. Anybody can make suggestions and provide feedback to help 
improve the quality of the information it contains, and whilst I am hopeful that it will be 
developed into a funded database project in the future, its usefulness and future relevance 
currently depends on crowdsourcing and wider input.

Individuals who are interested in reparative description efforts are also encouraged to engage 
with the Cultural Heritage Terminology Network (CHTNUK), an online platform designed 
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to facilitate cross-institutional collaboration in this area.80 The multi-dimensional website  
and social media pages are intended to spark conversations between different heritage 
organisations, whilst providing a space where those who have the task of making difficult and 
sometimes burdensome language decisions can support and advise one another. The task 
of inclusive description can seem daunting, especially when one seeks to address all aspects 
of social inequality, but it becomes more manageable and takes the pressure off individual 
curators if we put our heads together. Through improving cross-institutional communication, it 
is hoped that heritage institutions will avoid repeating research initiatives that have already been 
done elsewhere and will instead focus their energy and resources on implementing actions and 
practical changes that support and build on the foundational work that heritage professionals, 
especially those from marginalised backgrounds, have already begun. The website is a place 
to access updated inclusive description resources and it hosts a blog and discussion platform 
where heritage professionals can come together with academic researchers and community 
members to learn from, listen to, and collaborate with one another on a range of inclusive 
description issues. For descriptive practices to be truly “inclusive”, after all, our efforts must 
reflect and respond to a range of different perspectives.

CONCLUSION
Harmful language is terminology that is disrespectful to the communities it is being used 
to describe. It is language that has actively contributed to the discrimination of groups with 
protected characteristics in the past. It usually takes the form of slurs and insults that are 
derogatory, dehumanising, and reductive. But it is not always that obvious. Sometimes it is 
harmful because it mislabels people, it needlessly groups diverse communities together, or 
functions to make certain groups invisible in the historical record. Harmful language perpetuates 
stereotypes about different genders, sexualities, ethnicities, nationalities, and disabled people 
that have no factual basis and have been used to incite hatred in the past and present. When 
choosing to replicate the racist, sexist, homophobic, or ableist language of the colonial past, it 
sends a clear message to marginalised groups today that their self-identities are not respected, 
and their equal status as human beings is not valued. In terms of a rationale, the review of 
harmful language and materials is not only a question of the sector’s ethical responsibilities, 
but also a question of upholding accuracy and achieving curatorial precision by dismantling the 
colonial fallacies that distort the curated historical record. As part of a broader decolonisation 
effort therefore, inclusive description issues are critical and pressing for UK heritage.

My ten principles for inclusive description provide a set of ethical objectives for the sector to 
strive towards. To avoid making ‘empty gestures’, however, any commitment in writing needs 
to translate into the investment of time, money, and resources. In a practical sense, the 
identification of harmful language and the task of choosing appropriate terminology can be 
incredibly difficult; it demands a sensitive understanding of historical issues and the ability to 
make judicious decisions that will appease sometimes conflicting viewpoints, often involving 
emotional labour. At every stage, this work must hear and elevate the voices of marginalised 
communities, which might involve remunerated consultation with community members but also 
requires heritage professionals to engage with the extensive corpus of texts that marginalised 
peoples have already written and published. Where the scale and weight of this task seems 
daunting, the Inclusive Terminology Glossary offers a practical solution to the ‘language 
dilemma’, acting as a reference for anyone seeking clarity over the use and history of terms 
related to marginalised communities. Collaboration and knowledge exchange is fundamental 
to the decolonisation of language, and the Cultural Heritage Terminology Network (CHTNUK) 
offers additional support, resources, and opportunities for praxis-sharing across the sector.

Ultimately, I hope that the resources that I created as the National Library of Scotland’s 
Equalities, Diversity, and Inclusion intern will facilitate the practical implementation of inclusive 
description work across and beyond Scotland. Through doing much of the ‘heavy lifting’ myself, 
I expect to see fewer excuses being made on behalf of memory institutions that reparative 
description is ‘too time consuming’ or ‘too complex’. Whether or not an institution decides to 
take practical steps to tackle the presence of discriminatory language across its catalogues, 
collections, and resources, ultimately reflects whether they view equality and equity as a 

80 Cultural Heritage Terminology Network (CHTNUK), www.culturalheritageterminology.co.uk.

https://www.culturalheritageterminology.co.uk
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priority. Marginalised peoples are still waiting to see an authentic shift in attitudes within the 
heritage sector, and within this context the decolonisation of language is, and always will be, 
ongoing work. For the next generation of heritage professionals, I hope that the replication and 
normalisation of discriminatory language will be understood as a choice, rather than a legacy 
that can be inherited without criticism.
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